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CLASSIFICATION OF REAL BOTT MANIFOLDS

AND ACYCLIC DIGRAPHS

SUYOUNG CHOI, MIKIYA MASUDA, AND SANG-IL OUM

Abstract. We completely characterize real Bott manifolds up to affine dif-
feomorphism in terms of three simple matrix operations on square binary ma-
trices obtained from strictly upper triangular matrices by permuting rows and
columns simultaneously. We also prove that any graded ring isomorphism
between the cohomology rings of real Bott manifolds with Z/2 coefficients is
induced by an affine diffeomorphism between the real Bott manifolds.

Our characterization can also be described in terms of graph operations on
directed acyclic graphs. Using this combinatorial interpretation, we prove that
the decomposition of a real Bott manifold into a product of indecomposable
real Bott manifolds is unique up to permutations of the indecomposable factors.
Finally, we produce some numerical invariants of real Bott manifolds from the
viewpoint of graph theory and discuss their topological meaning. As a by-
product, we prove that the toral rank conjecture holds for real Bott manifolds.

1. Introduction

A manifold M is called a real Bott manifold if there is a sequence of RP 1 bundles

(1.1) M = Mn
RP 1

−→ Mn−1
RP 1

−→ · · · RP 1

−→ M1
RP 1

−→ M0 = {a point},
such that for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, Mj → Mj−1 is the projective bundle of the
Whitney sum of a real line bundle Lj−1 and the trivial real line bundle over Mj−1.
The sequence (1.1) is called a real Bott tower of height n, and it is a real analogue
of a Bott tower introduced by Grossberg and Karshon [14]. A real Bott manifold
naturally supports an action of an elementary abelian 2-group. In fact, Kamishima
and Masuda [17] proved that a manifold is a real Bott manifold if and only if it is a
real toric manifold admitting a flat Riemannian metric invariant under the action.

It is well known that real line bundles are classified by their first Stiefel-Whitney
classes. With the binary field Z/2 = {0, 1}, H1(Mj−1;Z/2) is isomorphic to
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(Z/2)j−1 through a canonical basis. Therefore the line bundle Lj−1 is determined
by a vector Aj in (Z/2)j−1. By regarding Aj as a column vector in (Z/2)n by
adding zeros, we obtain a strictly upper triangular n× n matrix A whose j-th col-
umn vector is Aj . Since the real Bott manifold Mn is determined by the matrix A,
we may denote it by M(A). We shall give an alternative construction of M(A) in
Section 2, which also make sense for Bott matrices A. A square matrix A is a Bott
matrix if A = PBP−1 for a permutation matrix P and a strictly upper triangular
binary matrix B. Let B(n) be the set of all n× n Bott matrices.

Two different Bott matrices A and B may produce (affinely) diffeomorphic real
Bott manifolds. How can we determine whether M(A) and M(B) are affinely
diffeomorphic? By analyzing graded ring isomorphisms between cohomology rings
of real Bott manifolds, we found three operations, (Op1), (Op2), and (Op3), on Bott
matrices whose compositions induce all graded ring isomorphisms. Our first main
theorem shows that these operations actually characterize affinely diffeomorphic
real Bott manifolds, answering the above question. We say that two Bott matrices
are Bott equivalent if one is transformed to the other through a sequence of these
three operations.

Theorem 1.1. The following are equivalent for Bott matrices A,B in B(n):

(1) A and B are Bott equivalent.
(2) M(A) and M(B) are affinely diffeomorphic.
(3) H∗(M(A);Z/2) and H∗(M(B);Z/2) are isomorphic as graded rings.

Moreover, every graded ring isomorphism from H∗(M(A);Z/2) to H∗(M(B);Z/2)
is induced by an affine diffeomorphism from M(B) to M(A).

In particular, we obtain the following main theorem of Kamishima and Ma-
suda [17] as a corollary.

Corollary 1.2. Two real Bott manifolds are diffeomorphic if and only if their
cohomology rings with Z/2 coefficients are isomorphic as graded rings.

To a Bott matrix A, one can associate an acyclic digraph (a directed graph with
no directed cycles) whose adjacency matrix is A. This correspondence is a bijection
from B(n) to the set of acyclic digraphs on vertices {1, 2, . . . , n}. Through the bi-
jection, the three operations (Op1), (Op2) and (Op3) on B(n) can be described as
operations on acyclic digraphs. (Op1) corresponds to permuting labels of vertices.
To our surprise, (Op2) corresponds to a known operation in graph theory called a
local complementation, while the operation corresponding to (Op3) seems not stud-
ied and we call it a slide. As far as we know, a local complementation on digraphs
was first introduced by Bouchet [4]. Fon-Der-Flaass [13] surveyed this operation.
This operation also appears in coding theory [12] and quantum information theory
[28]. Our result adds another application of this operation in topology.

We prove that real Bott manifolds of dimension n up to diffeomorphism can
be identified with non-isomorphic acyclic digraphs on n vertices up to local com-
plementation and slide. This combinatorial interpretation enables us to efficiently
count the number Dn of real Bott manifolds of dimension n up to diffeomorphism.
We list Dn in Table 1 for n ≤ 8. Previously, Dn was known for n ≤ 5 and it
was a hard task to find D5 using a geometrical method ([22]). The computation
of D8 takes less than 10 minutes by a regular desktop computer if we use the list
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Table 1. The numbers Dn, On, Sn of n-dimensional real Bott
manifolds, orientable real Bott manifolds and symplectic real Bott
manifolds up to diffeomorphism, respectively.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Dn 1 2 4 12 54 472 8,512 328,416 ? ?
On 1 1 2 3 8 29 222 3,607 131,373 ?
Sn 0 1 0 2 0 6 0 31 0 416

of non-isomorphic acyclic digraphs provided by B. D. McKay.∗ In addition to Dn,
we also list the number On and Sn of n-dimensional orientable and symplectic,
respectively, real Bott manifolds in Table 1 for small values of n.

Our classification of real Bott manifolds helps us to prove the topologically
unique decomposition property for real Bott manifolds as follows. We say that
a real Bott manifold is indecomposable if it is not diffeomorphic to a product of
more than one real Bott manifold.

Theorem 1.3 (Unique decomposition property). The decomposition of a real Bott
manifold into a product of indecomposable real Bott manifolds is unique up to per-
mutations of the indecomposable factors.

In particular, since S1 is a real Bott manifold RP 1, we have the following corol-
lary.

Corollary 1.4 (Cancellation property). Let M and M ′ be real Bott manifolds. If
S1 ×M and S1 ×M ′ are diffeomorphic, then M and M ′ are diffeomorphic.

As remarked before, a real Bott manifold admits a flat Riemannian metric. We
note that the cancellation property above fails to hold for general compact flat
Riemannian manifolds [6]. It would be interesting to ask whether Theorem 1.3 and
Corollary 1.4 hold for any (real) toric manifolds.

Our combinatorial interpretation allows us to discover several numerical invari-
ants of real Bott manifolds up to diffeomorphism. Interestingly, those invariants
can be thought of as a refinement of the topological and geometrical properties of
real Bott manifolds. We will discuss them in Section 8. In particular, we prove the
following theorem, which confirms that the toral rank conjecture [1, p. 280] holds
for real Bott manifolds.

Theorem 1.5. Let A ∈ B(n). If M(A) admits an effective topological action of a
torus T k of dimension k, then

n∑
i=0

dimQ Hi(M(A);Q) ≥ 2k.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe M(A) and its coho-
mology ring explicitly in terms of a Bott matrix A. We introduce three operations
on B(n) in Section 3 and translate them into operations on acyclic digraphs in Sec-
tion 4. To each operation we associate an affine diffeomorphism between real Bott
manifolds in Section 5, which implies the implication (1)⇒ (2) in Theorem 1.1. The
implication (2) ⇒ (3) is trivial. In Section 6 we prove the last part of Theorem 1.1.

∗http://cs.anu.edu.au/~bdm/data/digraphs.html.

http://cs.anu.edu.au/~bdm/data/digraphs.html
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The argument also establishes the implication (3) ⇒ (1). We prove Theorem 1.3 in
Section 7. In Section 8 we produce numerical invariants of real Bott manifolds from
the viewpoint of graph theory. In particular, in Section 8.2, we prove Theorem 1.5.

Note. This paper is a combination of preprints [8] and [19]. After the second
author wrote the paper [19], the first and third authors wrote the paper [8] which
relates results in [19] to acyclic digraphs based on the observation in [7], simplifies
the operation (Op3) in [19] and produces many numerical invariants of real Bott
manifolds. In this paper, we also re-prove Theorem 1.3 from a graph theoretical
viewpoint. Readers may find an algebraic proof of Theorem 1.3 in [19]. These two
proofs are completely different. Some parts of this paper including Theorem 1.5
are neither in [19] nor in [8]. We hope that this combination will make the subject
and results more appealing to the readers.

2. Real Bott manifolds and their cohomology rings

The real Bott manifold M(A) associated with a strictly upper triangular n× n
binary matrix A can be described as the quotient of the n-dimensional torus by a
free action of an elementary abelian 2-group of rank n. The free action is uniquely
determined by the matrix A. In addition, this quotient construction also works if A
is conjugate by a permutation matrix to a strictly upper triangular binary matrix.
Motivated by this, we make the following definition.

Definition. A square matrix A is a Bott matrix if

A = PBP−1

for a permutation matrix P and a strictly upper triangular binary matrix B. In
other words, a Bott matrix is conjugate by a permutation matrix to a strictly upper
triangular binary matrix. We denote by B(n) the set of all n× n Bott matrices.†

Masuda and Panov [20, Lemma 3.3] showed that a binary square matrix A is a
Bott matrix if and only if every principal minor of A + I is 1 over Z/2 = {0, 1},
where I is the identity matrix.

Let us recall the quotient construction and the structure of the cohomology ring
of M(A) for A ∈ B(n). Let S1 denote the unit circle consisting of complex numbers
with absolute value 1. For z ∈ S1 and a ∈ Z/2, we use the notation

z(a) :=

{
z if a = 0,

z̄ if a = 1.

For a matrix A, let Ai
j be the (i, j) entry of A and let Ai, Aj be the i-th row vector,

the j-th column vector, respectively, of A. We define the involutions a1, a2, . . . , an
on Tn := (S1)n by

(2.1) ai(z1, . . . , zn) := (z1(A
i
1), . . . , zi−1(A

i
i−1),−zi, zi+1(A

i
i+1), . . . , zn(A

i
n)).

These involutions a1, a2, . . . , an commute with each other and generate an elemen-
tary abelian 2-group of rank n, denoted by G(A).

Lemma 2.1. The action of G(A) on Tn is free.

†In [19] B(n) is defined to be the set of strictly upper triangular n× n binary matrices.
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Proof. Let A ∈ B(n). If A is strictly upper triangular, then z1(A
i
1) = z1, . . . ,

zi−1(A
i
i−1) = zi−1 in (2.1) because Ai

1 = · · · = Ai
i−1 = 0. Therefore, for an element

t = ai1 · · · ai� of G(A) with i1 < · · · < i�, the i1-th component of t(z1, . . . , zn) is
−zi1 . Hence, the action of G(A) on Tn is clearly free when A is strictly upper
triangular.

Now let us assume that A is not strictly upper triangular. There is a permutation
σ on {1, 2, . . . , n} with its permutation matrix P such that B = PAP−1 is strictly
upper triangular, where

P i
j =

{
1 if i = σ(j),
0 otherwise.

Since PA = BP , we have

(2.2) Ai
j = (PA)

σ(i)
j = (BP )

σ(i)
j = B

σ(i)
σ(j).

This together with (2.1) means that if we change the suffix of the coordinate
(z1, . . . , zn) by σ, then the involution ai in (2.1) is the same as the involution
bσ(i) associated with B for each i. Since the action of G(B) on Tn is free as B is
strictly upper triangular, so is the action of G(A) on Tn. �

We define M(A) to be the orbit space Tn/G(A). By Lemma 2.1, M(A) is a
closed smooth manifold.

Remark. We remark that M(A) is a flat Riemannian manifold. In fact, the Eu-
clidean motions s1, s2, . . . , sn on Rn defined by

si(u1, . . . , un) :=((−1)A
i
1u1, . . . , (−1)A

i
i−1ui−1, ui+

1

2
, (−1)A

i
i+1ui+1, . . . , (−1)A

i
nun)

generate a crystallographic group Γ(A), where the subgroup generated by s21, . . . , s
2
n

consists of all translations by Zn, and Γ(A)/Zn = G(A). The action of Γ(A) on Rn

is free. Through the identification R/Z with S1 via an exponential map

u �→ exp(2π
√
−1u),

the orbit space Rn/Zn agrees with Tn and the orbit space Rn/Γ(A) agrees with
M(A) = Tn/G(A).

For k = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Gk be the subgroup of G(A) generated by a1, . . . , ak.
Obviously Gn = G(A). Let T k := (S1)k be the product of the first k-factors in
Tn = (S1)n. Then Gk acts on T k by restricting the action of Gk on Tn to T k

and the orbit space T k/Gk is a manifold of dimension k. If A is strictly upper
triangular, then the natural projections T k → T k−1 for k = 1, 2, . . . , n produce a
real Bott tower

M(A) = Tn/Gn → Tn−1/Gn−1 → · · · → T 1/G1 → {a point},
which agrees with (1.1) in Section 1 (see [17]).

The graded ring structure of H∗(M(A);Z/2) can be described explicitly in terms
of the matrix A. We shall recall it. For a homomorphism λ : G(A) → {±1} we
denote by R(λ) the real one-dimensional G(A)-module associated with λ. Then the
orbit space of Tn ×R(λ) by the diagonal action of G(A), denoted by L(λ), defines
a real line bundle over M(A) with the first projection. For j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let
λj : G(A) → {±1} be a homomorphism such that

λj(ai) =

{
−1 if i = j,

1 otherwise.
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We set
xj = w1(L(λj)),

where w1 denotes the first Stiefel-Whitney class.

Lemma 2.2. Let A be a Bott matrix in B(n). Then

H∗(M(A);Z/2) = Z/2[x1, . . . , xn]/(x
2
j = xj

n∑
i=1

Ai
jxi | j = 1, . . . , n)

as graded rings. Moreover,

(i) M(A) is orientable if and only if
∑n

j=1 A
i
j = 0 in Z/2 for every i ∈

{1, 2, . . . , n},
(ii) M(A) admits a symplectic form if and only if |{k | Ak = Aj}| is even for

every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Proof. Since A ∈ B(n) is conjugate by a permutation matrix to a strictly upper
triangular matrix, we may assume that A is strictly upper triangular (see the proof
of Lemma 2.1). Then the first two statements are proved in [17, Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2] and the last statement is proved in [16]. �

Let A, B be Bott matrices in B(n). Since M(A) = Tn/G(A) and M(B) =

Tn/G(B), an affine automorphism f̃ of Tn together with a group isomorphism

φ : G(B) → G(A) induces an affine diffeomorphism f : M(B) → M(A) if f̃ is φ-
equivariant, that is,

f̃(gz) = φ(g)f̃(z) for g ∈ G(B) and z ∈ Tn.

Since the actions of G(A) and G(B) on Tn are free, the isomorphism φ will be

uniquely determined by f̃ if it exists. We shall use bi and yj for M(B) in place of
ai and xj for M(A).

Lemma 2.3. For Bott matrices A, B in B(n), let f : M(B) → M(A) be the affine

diffeomorphism induced by a φ-equivariant affine automorphism f̃ of Tn, where

φ : G(B) → G(A) is a group isomorphism. If φ(bi) =
∏n

j=1 a
F i

j

j with F i
j ∈ Z/2,

then f∗(xj) =
∑n

i=1 F
i
jyi.

Proof. A map Tn × R(λ ◦ φ) → Tn × R(λ) sending (z, u) to (f̃(z), u) induces a
bundle map L(λ ◦ φ) → L(λ) covering f : M(B) → M(A). Since (λj ◦ φ)(bi) = F i

j ,
this implies the lemma. �

3. Three matrix operations

In this section we introduce three operations on Bott matrices used in later sec-
tions to analyze whenM(A) andM(B) are diffeomorphic and whenH∗(M(A);Z/2)
and H∗(M(B);Z/2) are isomorphic for two Bott matrices A, B in B(n).

Operation (Op1). For a permutation matrix P of a permutation σ on {1, 2, . . . , n},
we define a map ΦP on n× n matrices such that

ΦP (A) := PAP−1.

Thus if we set B = ΦP (A), then

(3.1) Ai
j = B

σ(i)
σ(j)

as observed in (2.2).
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Operation (Op2). For k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we define Φk to be the operation which
adds the k-th column of an n×n matrix to every column having 1 in the k-th row.
In other words, for an n× n binary matrix A, the n× n matrix Φk(A) is given by

(3.2) Φk(A)j := Aj +Ak
jAk for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.

We note that if A ∈ B(n), then Φk(A) ∈ B(n). In fact, if A is strictly upper
triangular, then so is Φk(A), and the general case reduces to the strictly upper
triangular case by (3.1). Since every diagonal entry of a Bott matrix A is zero,
(Φk ◦ Φk)(A) = A, and therefore Φk is a bijection on B(n).

Operation (Op3). For distinct �,m in {1, 2, . . . , n}, we define Φ�,m on n × n
matrices A with A� = Am to be the operation which adds the �-th row to the m-th
row. In other words, Φ�,m(A) is defined to be an n× n matrix by

(3.3) Φ�,m(A)i :=

{
Am +A� if i = m and A� = Am,

Ai otherwise.

Since the diagonal entries of a Bott matrix A are all zero, the condition A� = Am

implies that

(3.4) 0 = A�
� = A�

m and Am
� = Am

m = 0,

and one can check that Φ�,m(A) stays in B(n). In fact, if A is upper triangular,
Φ�,m(A) is upper triangular when � > m and is conjugate to an upper triangular
matrix by the transposition (�,m) when � < m. The general case reduces to the
strictly upper triangular case by (3.1).

Note that if A� = Am, then Φ�,m(A)� = Φ�,m(A)m and (Φ�,m ◦ Φ�,m)(A) = A.

Definition. Two Bott matrices in B(n) are Bott equivalent if one can be trans-
formed into the other through a sequence of the three operations, (Op1), (Op2)
and (Op3).

We note that every Bott equivalence class in B(n) has a representative of a
strictly upper triangular matrix (not necessarily unique) because of the operation
(Op1).

Example 3.1. There are two 2× 2 strictly upper triangular binary matrices, and
they are not Bott equivalent. There are 23 = 8 strictly upper triangular binary
matrices of size 3, and they are classified into the following four Bott equivalence
classes:

(1) The zero matrix of size 3.

(2)

(
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

) (
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

) (
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

) (
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 0

)
.

(3)

(
0 1 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

)
.

(4)

(
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

) (
0 1 1
0 0 1
0 0 0

)
.

There are 26 = 64 strictly upper triangular binary matrices of size 4, and they are
classified into 12 Bott equivalence classes; see [17] and [21]. Furthermore, there
are 210 = 1024 strictly upper triangular binary matrices of size 5, and they are
classified into 54 Bott equivalence classes; see Table 1 in Section 1.
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Example 3.2. Let Δ(n) be the set of all n × n strictly upper triangular binary
matrices A such that A1

2 = A2
3 = · · · = An−1

n = 1. One can change the (i, i+2) entry
into 0 for i = 1, . . . , n − 2 using the operation (Op2) so that A is Bott equivalent
to the matrix Ā of the following form:

Ā =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 1 0 Ā1
4 Ā1

5 . . . Ā1
n−1 Ā1

n

0 0 1 0 Ā2
5 . . . Ā2

n−1 Ā2
n

.

..
.
..

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

.

..
.
..

0 0 . . . 0 1 0 Ān−4
n−1 Ān−4

n

0 0 . . . 0 0 1 0 Ān−3
n

0 0 . . . 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

The matrix Ā is uniquely determined by A, and two matrices A,B ∈ Δ(n) are Bott
equivalent if and only if Ā = B̄. Therefore Δ(n) has exactly 2(n−2)(n−3)/2 Bott
equivalence classes for n ≥ 2.

4. Acyclic digraphs

In this section, we spell out what the operations (Op2) and (Op3) correspond
to under the translation between binary matrices and directed graphs. A directed
graph (simply digraph) D consists of a finite set V (D) of elements called vertices
and a set A(D) of ordered pairs of distinct vertices called arcs. Two digraphs D and
H are isomorphic if there is a bijection ψ : V (D) → V (H) such that (u, v) ∈ A(D)
if and only if (ψ(u), ψ(v)) ∈ A(H). If (u, v) ∈ A(D), then v is called an out-
neighbor of u and u is called an in-neighbor of v. For a vertex v of D, we denote
by N+

D (v) and N−
D (v) the set of all out-neighbors and in-neighbors, respectively, of

v. The out-degree deg+D(v) and the in-degree deg−D(v) of v ∈ V (D) are the number
of out-neighbors and in-neighbors, respectively, of v. An ordering v1, v2, . . . , vn of
the vertices is called acyclic if i < j whenever (vi, vj) ∈ A(D). A digraph is called
acyclic if it admits an acyclic ordering. Equivalently, a digraph is acyclic if and
only if it has no directed cycle; see [2, Proposition 1.4.3].

For a digraph D with an ordering of the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn, the adjacency
matrix AD of D is an n × n binary matrix such that (AD)ij = 1 if and only if
(vi, vj) ∈ A(D). To a Bott matrix A in B(n), we associate a digraph DA on n
vertices {v1, v2, . . . , vn} in such a way that (vi, vj) is an arc of DA if and only if
Ai

j = 1. Equivalently, DA is the digraph whose adjacency matrix is A. In other

words, vj is an out-neighbor of vi in DA if and only if Ai
j = 1. Therefore,

N+
DA

(vi) = {vj | Ai
j = 1} and deg+DA

(vi) = |{j | Ai
j = 1}|,

N−
DA

(vj) = {vi | Ai
j = 1} and deg−DA

(vj) = |{i | Ai
j = 1}|,

and the statements (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2.2 can be translated as follows.

Lemma 4.1. Let A ∈ B(n). Then

(i) M(A) is orientable if and only if every vertex of DA has an even out-degree.
(ii) M(A) admits a symplectic form if and only if for each vertex v of DA

there are even number of vertices (including v itself) having the same set
of in-neighbors with v.

We claim that DA is acyclic for each Bott matrix A in B(n). If A is strictly
upper triangular, this is obvious because v1, v2, . . . , vn is an acyclic ordering. When
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v

D

v

D ∗ v

Figure 1. A local complementation.

u v

D

u v

D � uv

u v

D � vu

Figure 2. A slide.

A is conjugate to a strictly upper triangular matrix B by a permutation matrix of a

permutation σ on {1, 2, . . . , n}, then Ai
j = B

σ(i)
σ(j) as observed in (2.2), and therefore

DA is isomorphic to DB , which is acyclic.
The mapping from B(n) to the set of acyclic digraphs on fixed n vertices

{v1, v2, . . . , vn} is bijective. Therefore, the three operations introduced in Section 3
can be translated and visualized as operations on acyclic digraphs. It is easy to see
that the operation (Op1) corresponds to the isomorphism of graphs.

In the following, we will discuss operations corresponding to (Op2) and (Op3).
For sets X and Y , we denote (X \ Y ) ∪ (Y \X) by XΔY .

Local complementation. Let D be a digraph. For v ∈ V (D), we define D ∗ v to
be the digraph with V (D ∗ v) = V (D) and

A(D ∗ v) = A(D)Δ{(u,w) ∈ N−
D (v)×N+

D (v)}.

Namely, (u,w) ∈ N−
D (v) × N+

D (v) is removed from D if it is an arc of D and
added to D otherwise. The operation to obtain D ∗ v from D is called the local
complementation at v. See Figure 1.

Note that D ∗ v ∗ v = D. If D is acyclic, then so is D ∗ v.

Slide. For distinct vertices u, v of a digraph D with N−
D (u) = N−

D (v) (possibly
empty), we define D � uv to be the digraph with V (D � uv) = V (D) and

A(D � uv) = A(D)Δ{(v, w) | w ∈ N+
D (u)}.

Namely, when N−
D (u) = N−

D (v), (v, w) for w ∈ N+
D (u) is removed from D if w ∈

N+
D (v) and added to D otherwise. We call it the slide on uv. See Figure 2. We were

not able to find a literature on slides. Note that D�uv�uv = D and D�uv = D�vu.
If D is acyclic, then so is D � uv.

The acyclic digraph DA associated with a Bott matrix A in B(n) has the canon-
ical acyclic ordering v1, . . . , vn of the vertices, and one can easily check that

DΦk(A) = DA ∗ vk and DΦ�,m(A) = DA � v�vm.
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Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

Class 4

Figure 3. Four Bott equivalence classes of acyclic digraphs on 3 vertices.

This means that the operation Φk in (3.2) corresponds to the local complementation
at vk and the operation Φ�,m in (3.3) corresponds to the slide on v�vm.

We say that two digraphs are Bott equivalent if one is transformed into an iso-
morphic copy of the other through successive application of local complementations
and slides. The above observation shows that the correspondence A → DA gives a
bijective correspondence between Bott equivalence classes in B(n) and Bott equiv-
alence classes of acyclic digraphs on n vertices.

Example 4.2. There are 2 non-isomorphic acyclic digraphs on 2 vertices and
they are not Bott equivalent. There are 6 non-isomorphic acyclic digraphs on 3
vertices and they are classified into four Bott equivalence classes listed in Figure 3.
(Compare with Example 3.1.)

We list the number Dn of Bott equivalence classes of acyclic digraphs on n
vertices up to n = 8 in Table 1 of Section 1. Note that Dn is in between 2(n−2)(n−3)/2

(see Example 3.2) and the number of non-isomorphic acyclic digraphs on n vertices
counted by Robinson [25].

5. Affine diffeomorphisms

In this section we associate an affine diffeomorphism between real Bott manifolds
to each operation introduced in Section 3, and prove the implication (1) ⇒ (2) in
Theorem 1.1. We restate it for convenience as follows.

Proposition 5.1. If Bott matrices A, B in B(n) are Bott equivalent, then the
associated real Bott manifolds M(A) and M(B) are affinely diffeomorphic.

Proof. It suffices to find a group isomorphism φ : G(B) → G(A) and a φ-equivariant

affine automorphism f̃ of Tn which induces an affine diffeomorphism from M(B)
to M(A). We may assume that B = ΦP (A), B = Φk(A), or B = Φ�,m(A).

The case of the operation (Op1). Suppose B = ΦP (A) for a permutation ma-
trix P of a permutation σ on {1, 2, . . . , n}.

We define a group isomorphism φP : G(B) → G(A) by

(5.1) φP (bσ(i)) := ai

and an affine automorphism f̃P of Tn by

f̃P (z1, . . . , zn) := (zσ(1), . . . , zσ(n)).

Then it follows from (2.1) (applied to bσ(i)) that the j-th component of f̃P (bσ(i)(z))

(z ∈ Tn) is zσ(j)(B
σ(i)
σ(j)) for j = i and −zσ(i) for j = i, while that of ai(f̃P (z)) is
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zσ(j)(A
i
j) for j = i and −zσ(i) for j = i. Since Ai

j = B
σ(i)
σ(j) by (3.1), this shows that

f̃P is φP -equivariant.
It follows from Lemma 2.3 and (5.1) that the affine diffeomorphism fP : M(B)

→ M(A) induced from f̃P satisfies

(5.2) f∗
P (xj) = yσ(j) for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.

The case of the operation (Op2). Suppose B = Φk(A). We define a group
isomorphism φk : G(B) → G(A) by

(5.3) φk(bi) := aia
Ai

k

k

and an affine automorphism f̃k of Tn by

f̃k(z1, . . . , zn) := (z1, . . . , zk−1,
√
−1zk, zk+1, . . . , zn).

We shall check that f̃k is φk-equivariant, that is,

(5.4) f̃k(bi(z)) = aia
Ai

k

k (f̃k(z)) for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and z ∈ Tn.

The identity is obvious when i = k because Ak
k = 0 and Bk

j = Ak
j for every j by

(3.2). Suppose i = k. Then the j-th component of the left-hand side of (5.4) is
given by ⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
zj(B

i
j) for j = i, k,

−zi for j = i,√
−1(zk(B

i
k)) for j = k,

while that of the right-hand side of (5.4) is given by⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
zj(A

i
j +Ak

jA
i
k) for j = i, k,

−zi(A
k
iA

i
k) for j = i,

(−1)A
i
k(
√
−1zk)(A

i
k) for j = k.

Since Bi
j = Ai

j+Ak
jA

i
k by (3.2), the j-th components above agree for j = i, k. They

also agree for j = i because either Ak
i or Ai

k is zero. We note that Bi
k = Ai

k by

(3.2) because Ak
k = 0. Therefore the k-th components above are both

√
−1zk when

Bi
k = Ai

k = 0 and
√
−1z̄k when Bi

k = Ai
k = 1. Thus the j-th components above

agree for every j.
It follows from Lemma 2.3 and (5.3) that the affine diffeomorphism fk : M(B) →

M(A) induced from f̃k satisfies

(5.5) (fk)
∗(xj) = yj for j = k, (fk)

∗(xk) = yk +

n∑
i=1

Ai
kyi.

The case of the operation (Op3). Suppose that B = Φ�,m(A). We define a group
isomorphism φ�,m : G(B) → G(A) by

(5.6) φ�,m(bi) :=

{
a�am for i = m,

ai for i = m,

and an affine automorphism f̃ �,m of Tn by

f̃ �,m(z1, . . . , zn) := (z1, . . . , z�−1, z�zm, z�+1, . . . , zn).
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We shall check that f̃ �,m is φ�,m-equivariant. To simplify notation we abbreviate
f̃ �,m and φ�,m as f̃ and φ respectively. What we prove is the identity

(5.7) f̃(bi(z)) = φ(bi)f̃(z) for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and z ∈ Tn.

Assume i = �,m. Then the j-th component of the left-hand side of (5.7) is given
by

f̃(bi(z))j =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
zj(B

i
j) for j = i, �,

−zi for j = i,

z�(B
i
�)zm(Bi

m) for j = �,

while since φ(bi) = ai by (5.6), the j-th component of the right-hand side of (5.7)
is given by

(φ(bi)f̃(z))j =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
zj(A

i
j) for j = i, �,

−zi for j = i,

(z�zm)(Ai
�) for j = �.

This shows that f̃(bi(z))j = (φ(bi)f̃(z))j for all j because Bi = Ai by (3.3) and
A� = Am by the condition on A (hence Bi

j = Ai
j for any j and Bi

� = Ai
� = Ai

m =

Bi
m), proving (5.7) when i = �,m.
Assume i = �. Then

f̃(b�(z))j =

{
zj(B

�
j) for j = �,

−zm(B�
m)z� for j = �,

while since φ(b�) = a� by (5.6), we have

(φ(b�)f̃(z))j =

{
zj(A

�
j) for j = �,

−z�zm for j = �.

This shows that f̃(b�(z))j = (φ(b�)f̃(z))j for all j because B�
j = A�

j for any j and

B�
m = A�

m = 0 by (3.3) and (3.4), proving (5.7) when i = �.
Assume i = m. Then

f̃(bm(z))j =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
zj(B

m
j ) for j = �,m,

−zm for j = m,

−z�(B
m
� )zm for j = �,

while since φ(bm) = a�am by (5.6), we have

(φ(bm)f̃(z))j =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
zj(A

�
j +Am

j ) for j = �,m,

−zm(A�
m) for j = m,

(−z�zm)(Am
� ) for j = �.

This shows that f̃(bm(z))j = (φ(bm)f̃(z))j for all j because Bm
j = A�

j +Am
j for any

j, A�
m = 0, Bm

� = A�
� +Am

� = 0 and Am
� = 0 by (3.3) and (3.4), proving (5.7) when

i = m.
It follows from Lemma 2.3 and (5.6) that the affine diffeomorphism f �,m: M(B)→

M(A) induced from f̃ �,m satisfies

(5.8) (f �,m)∗(xj) =

{
y� + ym for j = �,

yj for j = �.

�
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6. Cohomology isomorphisms

In this section we prove the last part of Theorem 1.1 and the implication (3) ⇒
(1) at the same time, summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 6.1. Let A, B be Bott matrices in B(n). Every graded ring isomor-
phism

H∗(M(A);Z/2) → H∗(M(B);Z/2)

is induced from a composition of affine diffeomorphisms corresponding to the three
operations (Op1), (Op2) and (Op3).

By Proposition 5.1, we may assume through affine diffeomorphisms correspond-
ing to (Op1) that our Bott matrices are strictly upper triangular. We introduce a
notion and prepare a lemma. Remember that

(6.1) H∗(M(A);Z/2) = Z/2[x1, . . . , xn]/(x
2
j = xj

n∑
i=1

Ai
jxi | j = 1, . . . , n).

Note that {x1, . . . , xn} is a basis of H1(M(A);Z/2) as a vector space. More gener-
ally, one easily sees that if A is strictly upper triangular, then products xi1 . . . xiq

(1 ≤ i1 < · · · < iq ≤ n) form a basis of Hq(M(A);Z/2) as a vector space over Z/2
so that the dimension of Hq(M(A);Z/2) is

(
n
q

)
(see [20, Lemma 5.3]).

We set

αj =
n∑

i=1

Ai
jxi for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},

where α1 = 0 since A is a strictly upper triangular matrix. Then the relations in
(6.1) are written as

(6.2) x2
j = αjxj for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.

Motivated by this identity we introduce the following notions which play an impor-
tant role in the proof of Proposition 6.1.

Definition. We say that an element α ∈ H1(M(A);Z/2) is an eigen-element of
H∗(M(A);Z/2) if there exists x ∈ H1(M(A);Z/2) such that

x2 = αx, x = 0, and x = α.

The eigen-space of α, denoted by EA(α), is the set of all elements x∈H1(M(A);Z/2)
satisfying the equation

x2 = αx.

Clearly EA(α) is a vector subspace of H1(M(A);Z/2). We also introduce a notation
ĒA(α) which is the quotient of EA(α) by the subspace spanned by α, and call it the
reduced eigen-space of α.

Eigen-elements and (reduced) eigen-spaces are invariants preserved under graded
ring isomorphisms. By (6.2), α1, α2, . . . , αn are eigen-elements of H∗(M(A);Z/2),
and the following lemma shows that these are the only eigen-elements.

Lemma 6.2. Let A be a strictly upper triangular Bott matrix in B(n). Let αj =∑n
i=1 A

i
jxi for all j = 1, 2, . . . , n. If α is an eigen-element of H1(M(A);Z/2), then

α = αj for some j and the eigen-space EA(α) of α is the span of {xi | αi = α, i ∈
{1, . . . , n}} ∪ {α}.
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Proof. By definition there exists a non-zero element x ∈ H1(M(A);Z/2) different
from α such that x2 = αx. Since both x and x+ α are non-zero, there exist i and
j such that x = xi + pi and x + α = xj + qj , where pi is a linear combination of
x1, . . . , xi−1 and qj is a linear combination of x1, . . . , xj−1. Then

(6.3) α = xi + xj + pi + qj

and

(6.4) xixj + xiqj + xjpi + piqj = 0,

where (6.4) follows from x(x + α) = 0. As remarked above, products xi1xi2 (1 ≤
i1 < i2 ≤ n) form a basis of H2(M(A);Z/2), and therefore i = j for (6.4) to hold.
Then, since x2

j = xjαj and αj is a linear combination of x1, . . . , xj−1, it follows
from (6.4) that αj = qj + pi (and piqj = 0). This together with (6.3) shows that
α = αj , proving the first statement of the lemma.

Let W be the span of {xi | αi = α, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} ∪ {α} in H1(M(A);Z/2).
Clearly W ⊆ EA(α). To prove the second statement of the lemma, it suffices
to show that every element x of EA(α) is in W . Since {x1, . . . , xn} is a basis,
x =

∑n
i=1 cixi and α =

∑n
i=1 dixi for some c1, . . . , cn, d1, . . . , dn ∈ Z/2. We proceed

by the induction on the number N(x) of non-zero ci’s. If N(x) = 0, then it is trivial.
So we may assume that there exists m such that cm = 1.

If dm = 1, then we express x(x+α) as a linear combination of the basis elements
xi1xi2 (1 ≤ i1 < i2 ≤ n). Since cm + dm = 0 in Z/2, x+ α is a linear combination
of xi’s with i = m. Therefore the term in x(x+α) which contains xm is xm(x+α),
and it must vanish because x(x+ α) = 0. Therefore x = α and thus x ∈ W .

If dm = 0, the term in x(x+α) which contains xm is xm(xm+α) = xm(αm+α)
since x2

m = αmxm, and it must vanish because x(x+α) = 0. Therefore αm = α and
hence xm ∈ EA(α) and xm ∈ W . Since EA(α) is a vector space, x + xm ∈ EA(α).
Observe that N(x + xm) = N(x) − 1, and therefore by the induction hypothesis
x+ xm ∈ W . This implies that x ∈ W . �

We are now ready to prove Proposition 6.1.

Proof of Proposition 6.1. As remarked before, we may assume that both A and
B are strictly upper triangular. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be the canonical basis of
H∗(M(A);Z/2) and let y1, y2, . . . , yn be the canonical basis of H∗(M(B);Z/2).
Let αj =

∑n
i=1 A

i
jxi, βj =

∑n
i=1 B

i
jyi for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.

Let ϕ : H∗(M(A);Z/2) → H∗(M(B);Z/2) be a graded ring isomorphism. It
preserves the eigen-elements and (reduced) eigen-spaces. In the following we shall
show that we can change ϕ into the identity map by composing isomorphisms
induced from affine diffeomorphisms corresponding to the operations (Op1), (Op2)
and (Op3).

Through an affine diffeomorphism corresponding to the operation (Op1) we may
assume that ϕ(αj) = βj for all j because of (5.2). Then ϕ restricts to an iso-
morphism EA(αj) → EB(βj) between eigen-spaces and induces an isomorphism
ĒA(αj) → ĒB(βj) between reduced eigen-spaces.

Let α and β be eigen-elements of H∗(M(A);Z/2) and H∗(M(B);Z/2), respec-
tively. Suppose that ϕ(α) = β. Let

J = {j | αj = α, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}}.
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Let x̄j be the image of xj in ĒA(α) and let ȳj be the image of yj in ĒB(β). By
Lemma 6.2, {x̄j | j ∈ J} is a basis of ĒA(α) and {ȳj | j ∈ J} is a basis of ĒB(β).
Thus if we express

ϕ(x̄j) =
∑
i∈J

F i
j ȳi for j ∈ J

with F i
j ∈ Z/2, then the matrix FJ := (F i

j )i,j∈J is invertible.

Since αj =
∑n

i=1 A
i
jxi, we have A� = Am if and only if α� = αm. Therefore

we can apply affine diffeomorphisms corresponding to the operation (Op3) to every
pair of distinct �,m in J . Let A′ = Φ�,m(A) and let f = f �,m : M(A′) → M(A)
be the affine diffeomorphism considered in the previous section. Let x′

1, . . . , x
′
n be

the canonical generators of H∗(M(A′);Z/2). Then it follows from (5.8) that if we
express

(ϕ ◦ (f−1)∗)(x̄′
j) =

∑
i∈J

F ′i
j ȳi for j ∈ J ,

then the matrix F ′
J = (F ′i

j )i,j∈J is obtained from FJ by adding the m-th column to
the �-th column. Similarly, an affine diffeomorphism corresponding to the operation
(Op1) induces a permutation of columns of FJ by (5.2). Since FJ is an invertible
binary matrix, one can change it to the identity matrix by permuting columns
and adding a column to another column. Therefore, through a sequence of affine
diffeomorphisms corresponding to the operations (Op1) and (Op3), we may assume
that FJ is the identity matrix. This can be done for each J so that we may assume
that

ϕ(xj) = yj or yj + βj for every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Finally, through an affine diffeomorphism corresponding to the operation (Op2), we
may assume that ϕ(xj) = yj for every j by (5.5). This means that after a successive
application of the operations (Op1), (Op2) and (Op3), we reach A = B because
ϕ(αj) = βj , αj =

∑n
i=1 A

i
jxi and βj =

∑n
i=1 B

i
jyi for every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},

proving the proposition. �

7. Unique decomposition of Real Bott manifolds

We say that a real Bott manifold is indecomposable if it is not diffeomorphic to
a product of more than one real Bott manifold. The purpose of this section is to
provide a graph theoretical proof of Theorem 1.3 in Section 1. An algebraic proof
can be found in [19].

The disjoint union D1⊕D2 of two digraphsD1 andD2 is a digraph on the disjoint
union of V (D1) and V (D2) such that A(D1 ⊕ D2) = A(D1) ∪ A(D2). Obviously,
both D1 and D2 are acyclic if and only if so is D1 ⊕D2. A digraph is connected if
it is connected as an undirected graph. An acyclic digraph D is indecomposable if
all acyclic digraphs Bott equivalent to D are connected.

For example, in Figure 4, three acyclic digraphs D1, D2, and D3 are shown.
Obviously these digraphs are Bott equivalent. Notice that D3 is connected but
D1 and D2 are disconnected. Thus connectedness is not necessarily preserved
under Bott equivalence. Each component of D1 and D2 is indecomposable and yet
{1, 2} = {2, 3}. Hence a decomposition of an acyclic digraph into indecomposable
acyclic digraphs does not induce a unique partition of the vertex set.

Surprisingly the next theorem will show that a decomposition of an acyclic di-
graph into indecomposable acyclic digraphs is unique up to Bott equivalence. Note
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Figure 4. Three Bott equivalent acyclic digraphs D1, D2, and D3.

that a real Bott manifold M(A) for a Bott matrix A ∈ B(n) is indecomposable
if and only if the acyclic digraph associated to A is indecomposable. Therefore
Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1. Suppose that D1, D2, . . . , Dk and H1, H2, . . . , H� are indecompos-

able acyclic digraphs. If
⊕k

i=1 Di is Bott equivalent to
⊕�

j=1 Hj, then k = � and

there is a permutation σ on {1, . . . , k} such that Di is Bott equivalent to Hσ(i) for
each i = 1, . . . , k.

We prepare several lemmas before the proof of Theorem 7.1. A vertex of a
digraph D is called a root if it has no in-neighbor. In other words, a vertex v of
D is a root if and only if the column vector in AD corresponding to v is zero. Let
L0(D) be the set of roots of D.

Obviously local complementations do not change connected components. It is
easy to check that slides at non-roots do not change connected components as well,
because if we want to slide uv for non-roots u and v, then u and v must share a
common in-neighbor. The only trouble that might arise is that slides at roots may
change connected components as we have seen in Figure 4.

The following lemma is easy to check.

Lemma 7.2. Let D be an acyclic digraph. Let u, v be distinct roots of D.

(i) If N−
D (x) = N−

D (y) for distinct x, y ∈ V (D) \ L0(D), then

D � xy � uv = D � uv � xy.
(ii) For each vertex x of D, we have

D ∗ x � uv = D � uv ∗ x.
By Lemma 7.2, one can push all slides on L0(D) to the left. So it suffices to

consider only slides on L0(D) when we are concerned with the indecomposability
of connected components of D. Clearly slides do not change the set of roots.

For subsets X and Y of V (D), we denote by [X,Y ]D the submatrix of AD whose
rows correspond to X and columns to Y , and by row[X,Y ]D the vector subspace
of (Z/2)|Y | generated by row vectors in [X,Y ]D. For a set X of vertices of D, we
write D \X to denote the subgraph obtained by deleting vertices in X and all the
edges incident with a vertex in X. For a vertex v of D, we simply write D \ v for
D \ {v}.
Lemma 7.3. Let D and H be acyclic digraphs such that V (D) = V (H). Then H
can be obtained from D by applying slides only on L0(D) if and only if the following
two conditions hold:

(1) D \ L0(D) = H \ L0(H).
(2) L0(D) = L0(H) and

row[L0(D), V (D) \ L0(D)]D = row[L0(H), V (H) \ L0(H)]H .
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Proof. The forward implication is trivial, because slides on roots are row additions
in the matrix [L0(D), V (D) \ L0(D)]D.

To prove the converse, let us assume that (1) and (2) hold. Let Y = V (D) \
L0(D). If necessary, we can interchange two rows corresponding to x and y of
[L0(D), Y ]D by replacing D with D � xy � yx � xy. Hence, all elementary row
operations can be obtained by slides on roots. By (2), [L0(D), Y ]D and [L0(H), Y ]H
have the same reduced row echelon form. Therefore, [L0(H), Y ]H can be obtained
from [L0(D), Y ]D by elementary row operations. This together with (1) implies the
lemma. �

Lemma 7.4. Let D be an acyclic digraph with at least two vertices. If D is inde-
composable, then

rank[L0(D), V (D) \ L0(D)]D = |L0(D)|.

Proof. Since D is connected, D must have a non-root. If

rank[L0(D), V (D) \ L0(D)]D < |L0(D)|,
then there is a set of row vectors whose sum is zero. So by applying slides, we
obtain an acyclic digraph H having a vertex with no out-neighbors and therefore
H is disconnected. This contracts to the assumption that D is indecomposable. �

Lemma 7.5. Let D be an indecomposable acyclic digraph. Let Y = V (D) \L0(D).
Let G be an acyclic digraph. If H is obtained from D ⊕ G by applying slides on
L0(D ⊕ G), then there exists a set X of roots of H such that |X| = |L0(D)| and
H[X ∪ Y ] is connected, where H[X ∪ Y ] = H \ (V (H) \ (X ∪ Y )).

Proof. If D has a single vertex, then this is trivial. So we may assume that D has
non-roots. Let Z = V (G) \ L0(G). Since H \ Z can be obtained from (D ⊕G) \ Z
by applying slides on L0((D ⊕ G) \ Z) = L0(D ⊕ G), we deduce from Lemma 7.3
that

row[L0(D ⊕G), Y ]D⊕G = row[L0(H), Y ]H .

By Lemma 7.4, rank[L0(D), Y ]D = |L0(D)|. Therefore there exists a subset X of
L0(H) such that |X| = |L0(D)| and the rows in [X,Y ]H are linearly independent.

By considering an isomorphic copy of H, we may assume that X = L0(D). This
implies that

row[L0(H), Y ]H = row[X,Y ]H = row[X,Y ]H[X∪Y ].

Since L0(G) has no arcs to Y in D ⊕G,

row[L0(D ⊕G), Y ]D⊕G = row[X,Y ]D.

Therefore row[X,Y ]D = row[X,Y ]H[X∪Y ].
Then D and H[X ∪Y ] satisfy (1) and (2) of Lemma 7.3, and therefore H[X ∪Y ]

can be obtained from D by applying slides on L0(D). Since D is indecomposable,
H[X ∪ Y ] must be connected. �

Now, we complete the proof of Theorem 7.1.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. We claim that it is enough to consider the case when H is
obtained from D through slides on L0(D). Suppose there is a sequence of local
complementations and slides to apply to D to obtain H. By Lemma 7.2, we may
assume that slides on L0(D) are done first. Let H ′ be the acyclic digraph obtained
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by applying all the slides on L0(D). Then H can be obtained from H ′ by ap-
plying slides on non-roots and local complementations. Since these operations do
not change the connected components, H and H ′ must have the identical set of
connected components up to Bott equivalence. By reversing these slides and local
complementations, we can observe that each component of H ′ is indecomposable
and therefore H ′ is the disjoint union of � indecomposable acyclic digraphs. This
proves the claim.

Then by Lemma 7.3,

L0(D) = L0(H),

D \ L0(D) = H \ L0(H),

row[L0(D), V (D) \ L0(D)]D = row[L0(H), V (H) \ L0(H)]H .

(7.1)

Let Ai = [L0(Di), V (Di) \ L0(Di)]Di
. Then

rank[L0(D), V (D) \ L0(D)]D = rank

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
A1 0

A2

. . .

0 Ak

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ =

k∑
i=1

rankAi.

Similarly if Bi = [L0(Hi), V (Hi) \ L0(Hi)]Hi
, then

rank[L0(H), V (H) \ L0(H)]H =
�∑

i=1

rankBi.

By (7.1),
∑k

i=1 rankAi =
∑�

i=1 rankBi. By Lemma 7.4, rankAi = |L0(Di)| if Di

has at least two vertices, and therefore |L0(D)| −
∑k

i=1 rankAi is the number of

isolated vertices in D. By (7.1), |L0(D)|−
∑k

i=1 rankAi = |L0(H)|−
∑�

i=1 rankBi,
and therefore D and H should have the same number of isolated vertices. Let
s be the number of isolated vertices and we may assume that D1, . . . , Dk−s and
H1, . . . , H�−s have non-roots. Lemma 7.5 implies that there exists a function σ :
{1, 2, . . . , k− s} → {1, 2, . . . , �− s} such that for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k− s}, V (Di) \
L0(Di) stays in one connected component Hj of H for some j = σ(i) and moreover
|V (Hj)| ≥ |V (Di)|. Similarly V (Hj) \ L0(Hj) stays in one connected component
Dm of D for some m with |V (Dm)| ≥ |V (Hj)|. Since V (Di)\L0(Di) ⊆ V (Dm), we
conclude that i = m, |V (Di)| = |V (Hj)|, and V (Di)\L0(Di) = V (Hj)\L0(Hj). We
may assume that V (Di) = V (Hj) by permuting roots. Then it is easy to observe
that Di and Hj satisfy (1) and (2) of Lemma 7.3 from (7.1), and therefore Di and
Hσ(i) are Bott equivalent. Clearly σ is injective because Di and Hσ(i) must share
non-roots. Since V (D) = V (H), σ should be bijective and k = �. �

8. Numerical invariants of real Bott manifolds

In this section, we produce numerical invariants of real Bott manifolds M(A)
using the Bott matrix A ∈ B(n) or its associated acyclic digraph DA.

8.1. Type. Recall that L0(D) is the set of roots of D, that is, the set of vertices
having no in-neighbors. For k ≥ 1, we define Lk(D) to be the set of roots in

D \
⋃k−1

i=0 Li(D). Alternatively we may define Lk(D) to be the set of vertices v of
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D such that a longest directed path ending at v has exactly k arcs in D. We call
Lk(D) for k ≥ 0 the k-th level set of D and the sequence

(|L0(D)|, |L1(D)|, |L2(D)|, . . . , |Ln−1(D)|)
the type of D.

Proposition 8.1. If D and H are Bott equivalent acyclic digraphs, then |Lk(D)| =
|Lk(H)| for all nonnegative integers k. In particular, Bott equivalent acyclic di-
graphs have the identical type.

Proof. It is enough to show that both local complementations and slides do not
change Li(D). Let w be a vertex in Li(D). Then there is a longest directed path
Pw in D ending at w with exactly i arcs.

Let us first show that w ∈ Li(D ∗v) for any v ∈ V (D). It is enough to show that
Pw is a path in D ∗ v as well, because, if so, then a longest path in D ∗ v ending
at w will be a path in (D ∗ v) ∗ v = D as well. Suppose that Pw is not a path in
D ∗ v. Then the local complementation at v must remove at least one arc (x, y) of
Pw, and therefore (x, v) and (v, y) are arcs of D. Since D is acyclic, v is not on Pw.
Then by replacing the arc (x, y) by a path xvy in Pw, we can find a path longer
than Pw in D, contradictory to the assumption that Pw is a longest path ending at
w. This proves the claim that Li(D) = Li(D ∗ v) for all i.

Now let us prove that w ∈ Li(D � uv) for u = v ∈ V (D) with N−
D (u) = N−

D (v).
Again, it is enough to show thatD�uv has a path of length i ending at w, because if
D�uv has a longer path ending at w, then so does D by the fact that (D�uv)�uv =
D. We may assume that the slide along uv removes at least one arc (x, y) of Pw.
Then v = x and both (v, y) and (u, y) are arcs of D. Since N−

D (u) = N−
D (v), we can

replace v by u in Pw to obtain a path of the same length in D �uv. This completes
the proof. �

The level sets of DA for a Bott matrix A ∈ B(n) can be described in terms
of A as follows. We identify the i-th vertex vi of DA with i for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Then L0(DA) can be identified with L0(A) := {j | Aj = 0}. We define A(1) to
be the matrix obtained from A by removing all j-th columns and j-th rows for
all j ∈ L0(A). Then L1(A) := {j | A(1)j = 0} can be identified with L1(DA).
Inductively we define A(k) for k ≥ 2 to be the matrix obtained from A(k − 1)
by removing all j-th columns and j-th rows for all j with A(k − 1)j = 0. Then
Lk(A) := {j | A(k)j = 0} can be identified with Lk(DA).

The type of DA can also be described in terms of H∗(M(A);Z/2) as follows.
First note that |L0(DA)| agrees with the dimension of the Z/2-vector space

N(H0) = {x ∈ H1
0 | x2 = 0},

where H0 = H∗(M(A);Z/2) and H1
0 denotes the degree one part of H0, i.e., H1

0 =
H1(M(A);Z/2). We define H1 to be the quotient graded ring of H0 by the ideal
generated by N(H0) and inductively define Hk for k ≥ 2 to be the quotient graded
ring of Hk−1 by the ideal generated by N(Hk−1). Then |Lk(DA)| agrees with
dimN(Hk).

Let us try to motivate the notion of types geometrically. The twist number of a
real Bott tower is the number of non-trivial topological fibrations Mj → Mj−1 in
the iterated RP 1 bundle (1.1). Why is the twist number well-defined, even though
a real Bott manifold may be represented by many real Bott tower structures? To
justify this, suppose that A is an upper triangular binary matrix and M(A) has the
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iterated RP 1 bundle as in (1.1). Then, a trivial fibration in (1.1) corresponds to a
root of DA as well as a zero-column of A. Since |L0(DA)| is invariant under Bott
equivalence by Proposition 8.1, the twist number of M(A) is indeed a topological
invariant, and therefore it is well-defined. We remark that the twist number of a
complex Bott manifold is discussed in [10].

This observation leads us to consider another bundle structure of M(A). One
can see that M(A) admits an iterated bundle structure

M(A) = Xm −→ Xm−1 −→ · · · −→ X1 −→ X0 = {a point},
where Xk+1 → Xk is an (RP 1)|Lk(DA)|-bundle and m is the number of non-zero
components in the type of DA. Since the type is invariant under Bott equivalence
by Proposition 8.1, if M(A) admits an iterated bundle structure each of whose fiber
is the product of RP 1’s, then the height of the iterated bundle must be greater than
or equal to m and the dimension of the k-th fibration is |Lk(DA)|.

8.2. Rank. The operations (Op1), (Op2) and (Op3) in Section 3 preserve the
rank of a Bott matrix A in B(n), denoted rankA. Therefore the matrix rank is
an invariant of Bott equivalent acyclic digraphs. Here is a geometrical meaning of
rankA.

Proposition 8.2. For A ∈ B(n),

dimQ H1(M(A);Q) ≤ n− rankA and

n∑
i=0

dimQ Hi(M(A);Q) = 2n−rankA.

Proof. Remember that M(A) is the quotient of Tn by the action of a finite group
G(A); see Section 2. Therefore it follows from [5, Theorem 2.4, p. 120] that

Hi(M(A);Q) = Hi(Tn;Q)G(A) for every i,

where the right-hand side above denotes the invariants of the induced G(A)-action
on H∗(Tn;Q). Then it is shown in [16, Lemma 2.1] that

(8.1) dimQ Hi(M(A);Q) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣{J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} | |J | = i,
∑
j∈J

Aj = 0}

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
In particular, dimQ H1(M(A);Q) agrees with the number of zero column vectors in
A which is less than or equal to n−rankA, proving the inequality in the proposition.

It also follows from (8.1) that
n∑

i=0

dimQ Hi(M(A);Q) = |X|,

where X = {J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} |
∑

j∈J Aj = 0}. Since an element of X corresponds

to a vector in the null space of A whose dimension is n − rankA, we have |X| =
2n−rankA, proving the equality in the proposition. �

Remark. A real toric variety is the submanifold of a toric variety fixed by the
canonical involution induced from the conjugation. It is known that a real Bott
manifold is a real toric variety [20]. While this paper was under review, formulas
for the rational Betti numbers of real toric varieties have been established by Suciu
and Trevisan [26, 27] and Choi and Park [9]. Their formulas hold not only for the
Q-coefficient but also for a general coefficient ring which has 2 as a unit. Using
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their formulas, one can compute the Betti number of a real Bott manifold with an
arbitrary coefficient ring which has 2 as a unit. However, no efficient formula for
the integral (co)homology of real Bott manifolds is known. In particular, we do not
know whether, for k ≥ 2, a real toric Bott manifold has a 2k-torsion which is not a
2k−1-torsion in its integral homology group.

In 1985, Halperin [15] conjectured that if a compact torus T k of dimension k
acts on a finite-dimensional topological space X almost freely, i.e., any isotropy
subgroup is finite, then

dimX∑
i=0

dimQ Hi(X;Q) ≥ 2k.

This conjecture is called the toral rank conjecture or the Halperin-Carlsson conjec-
ture. No counterexamples and some partial affirmative answers are known; see [1]
for example. We show that the toral rank conjecture holds for real Bott manifolds.

Theorem 8.3. Let A ∈ B(n). If M(A) admits an effective topological action of a
torus T k of dimension k, then

n∑
i=0

dimQ Hi(M(A);Q) ≥ 2k.

Proof. Choose any point p ∈ M(A) and consider a map fp : T
k → M(A) defined by

fp(t) := tp. Let π1(X) be the fundamental group of a topological space X and let
Z(π1(X)) be the center of π1(X). Since M(A) is an aspherical manifold, fp induces
an injective homomorphism π1(T

k) → Z(π1(M(A))) (which implies that the action
of T k on M(A) is almost free); see [11]. Kamishima and Nazra [18, Proposition 2.4]
have shown that the intersection of Z(π1(M(A))) and the commutator subgroup
[π1(M(A)), π1(M(A))] of π1(M(A)) is a trivial subgroup of π1(M(A)). Hence, the
natural map

π1(T
k) → Z(π1(M(A))) → π1(M(A))/[π1(M(A)), π1(M(A))] = H1(M(A);Z)

is injective. It follows that

k ≤ dimQ H1(M(A);Q) = dimQ H1(M(A);Q).

Hence the theorem follows from Proposition 8.2. �

8.3. Odd out-degree vertices. The odd height of an acyclic digraph D is the
length of a longest directed path ending at a vertex of odd out-degree. In other
words, it is the maximum k such that Lk(D) contains a vertex of odd out-degree.
If D has no vertex of odd out-degree, then we define the odd height of D to be ∞.

Proposition 8.4. Bott equivalent acyclic digraphs have the same odd height.

Proof. Let D be an acyclic digraph and let v ∈ V (D). Let x = y ∈ V (D) with
N−

D (x) = N−
D (y). Then

deg+D∗v(w) ≡
{
deg+D(w) + deg+D(v) (mod 2) if w ∈ N−

D (v),

deg+D(w) (mod 2) otherwise,
(8.2)

deg+D�xy(w) ≡
{
deg+D(w) + deg+D(x) (mod 2) if w = y,

deg+D(w) (mod 2) otherwise.
(8.3)
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Therefore, if every vertex of D has even out-degree, then a local complementation
and a slide do not create a vertex of odd out-degree. So we may assume that D
has a vertex of odd out-degree. Let k be the odd height of D and let w be a vertex
of odd out-degree in Lk(D).

Let us first consider D ∗ v for a vertex v ∈ Li(D). If w ∈ N−
D (v), then deg+D(v)

is even as i > k; so deg+D∗v(w) is odd by (8.2). If w /∈ N−
D (v), then deg+D∗v(w) is

again odd by (8.2). This proves that the odd height of D ∗ v is at least the odd
height of D. Since (D ∗ v) ∗ v = D, we conclude that D and D ∗ v have the same
odd height.

Now we claim that Lk(D�xy) has a vertex of odd out-degree in D�xy. Suppose
that deg+D�xy(w) is even. Then w = y and deg+D(x) is odd by (8.3). We note

that x ∈ Lk(D) because x and y are in the same level set of D and w = y is
in Lk(D). Therefore x ∈ Lk(D) and deg+D(x) is odd, proving the claim. Since
(D � xy) � xy = D, we conclude that D and D � xy have the same odd height. �

By Lemma 4.1 (i), for a Bott matrix A in B(n), M(A) is orientable if and only
if the out-degree of every vertex of DA is even. In other words, M(A) is orientable
if and only if the odd height of DA is ∞. Hence, the notion of odd height may be
thought of as a refinement of the orientability of real Bott manifolds.

8.4. Sibling classes. For x, y ∈ V (D), we say that x ∼D y if N−
D (x) = N−

D (y).
Then ∼D is an equivalence relation on V (D) and we call an equivalence class a
sibling class of D. If x ∼D y, then x and y are in the same level set; so each level
Li(D) is partitioned into sibling classes. We note that a sibling class of DA for a
Bott matrix A ∈ B(n) corresponds to a maximal set of identical columns of A.

Proposition 8.5. Sibling classes are invariant under Bott equivalence.

Proof. Let x and y be vertices in the same sibling class of an acyclic digraph D.
Since N−

D (x) = N−
D (y), for every w ∈ V (D), both (w, x) and (w, y) are arcs of D

or neither (w, x) nor (w, y) are arcs of D.
Firstly let us consider the case D ∗ v for v ∈ V (D). If both (v, x) and (v, y) are

arcs of D, then one easily sees that N−
D∗v(x) = N−

D∗v(y). If both (v, x) and (v, y)
are not arcs of D, then the set of in-neighbors of x and y remains unchanged under
the local complementation at v. Therefore N−

D∗v(x) = N−
D∗v(y) in any case.

Secondly let us consider the case D�uv for u = v ∈ V (D) with N−
D (u) = N−

D (v).
If both (u, x) and (u, y) are not arcs of D, then the set of in-neighbors of x and y
remains unchanged under the slide on uv. Suppose that both (u, x) and (u, y) are
arcs of D. Then, (v, x) (resp. (v, y)) is an arc of D � uv if and only if (v, x) (resp.
(v, y)) is not an arc of D. Therefore ND�uv(x) = ND�uv(y) in any case. �

By Lemma 4.1 (ii), for a Bott matrix A ∈ B(n), M(A) admits a symplectic
form if and only if the cardinality of every sibling class of DA is even. Hence, the
notion of sibling class can be seen as a refinement of the symplecticity of real Bott
manifolds. It is easy to see that if the cardinality of each sibling class of D is
even, then the odd height of D must be ∞. This is obvious from the topological
viewpoint because every symplectic manifold is orientable.

8.5. Cut-rank. Recall that, for subsets X and Y of the vertex set of a digraph D,
we write [X,Y ]D to denote the submatrix of the adjacency matrix of D whose rows
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correspond to X and columns correspond to Y . Let ρD(X) = rank[X,V (D) \X]D.
This function ρD : 2V (D) → Z is called the cut-rank function of D.

The cut-rank function naturally appeared when studying properties of local com-
plementations. In 1985, Bouchet [3] studied the cut-rank function on undirected
graphs together with local complementation. There are motivations based on ma-
troid theory. In fact, the cut-rank function of a undirected bipartite graph is the
Tutte connectivity function of a binary matroid having that graph as a fundamen-
tal graph; see Oum [23]. Moreover local complementations of undirected graphs
can be discovered when trying to find appropriate graph operations to describe
matroid minors. This allowed generalizations of theorems on binary matroids to
undirected graphs. For digraphs, in 1987, Bouchet [4] studied the cut-rank func-
tion of directed graphs and proved that local complementation on directed graphs
preserves the cut-rank function. The name “cut-rank” was first introduced in Oum
and Seymour [24].

For our application, the cut-rank function is not preserved under sliding. But
slides can be applied only to the siblings, and therefore we can prove that the
cut-rank function on a union of level sets is preserved as follows.

Proposition 8.6. Let D, H be Bott equivalent acyclic digraphs on n vertices.
Then,

(i) ρD(
⋃

j∈J Lj(D)) = ρH(
⋃

j∈J Li(H)) for every subset J of {0, 1, 2, . . . ,
n− 1},

(ii) rank[Lj(D), Lj+1(D)]D = rank[Lj(H), Lj+1(H)]H for all j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . ,
n− 2}.

Proof. It is enough to prove when H = D ∗ v or H = D � uw. By Proposition 8.1,
Lj(D) = Lj(H) for each j.

(i) For a subset J of {0, 1, 2, . . . , n−1}, let X =
⋃

j∈J Lj(D) and Y = V (D)\X.

Let M = [X,Y ]D and M ′ = [X,Y ]H . Then ρD(X) = rankM and ρH(X) =
rankM ′.

Let us first consider the case when H = D ∗ v for a vertex v of D. Then either
v ∈ X or v ∈ Y . If v ∈ X, then M has a row indexed by v and M ′ is obtained
from M by adding the row of v to all rows indexed by in-neighbors of v in X. If
v ∈ Y , then M has a column indexed by v and M ′ is obtained from M by adding
the column of v to all columns indexed by out-neighbors of v in Y . Thus, in both
cases, rankM = rankM ′.

Now let us consider the case when H = D � uw for two vertices u, w having
the same set of in-neighbors. Since u and w have the same set of in-neighbors,
they belong to the same level. Therefore either {u,w} ⊆ X or {u,w} ⊆ Y . If
{u,w} ⊆ Y , then M ′ = M . If {u,w} ⊆ X, then M ′ is obtained from M by adding
the row of u to the row of w. So rankM = rankM ′. This completes the proof of
(i).

(ii) Since D is acyclic, there is no arc from La(D) to Lb(D) if a > b. Therefore

rank[Lj(D), Lj+1(D)]D = ρD(Lj(D) ∪ Lj+2(D) ∪ Lj+3(D) ∪ · · · ∪ Ln−1(D)),

and by (i), we have (ii). �

We remark that the invariants discussed in Section 8 completely classify all Bott
equivalence classes up to 4 vertices but not on 5 vertices. One can easily check that
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Figure 5. Theses acyclic digraphs are not Bott equivalent but
have the identical set of invariants discussed in this paper.

two acyclic digraphs in Figure 5 are not Bott equivalent but have the same set of
invariants.
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